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This luminaire is
compati ble with bulbs 
of the energy classes:

46801003
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Fremspring 41,5 cm
Ausladung 41,5 cm
Projection 41,5 cm
Projektion 41,5 cm
Sailie 41,5 cm
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I Danmark skal udendørs lamper monteres af en 
autoriseret elinstallatør.
In Denmark, outdoor lightings must be mounted by an 
authorized electrician.
In Dänemark muss Aussenleuchten von einem 
autorisierten Elektroinstallateur montiert werden.
I Danmark skall utomhus lampor monteras av en 
autoriserad elinstallatör.
Au Danemark les lampes pour usage extérieur doivent 
être montées par un installateur-électricien autorisé.

“Design For The People 
is a vision of creating 
cool design products at 
a price everyone can 
afford. Design with a 
Nordic twist intended 
for people all over the 
world”.
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Aesthetics, the notion 
of beauty, and how we 
perceive it, has run as a red 
thread throughout Sebastian 
Holmbäcks career. Beyond the 
technical understanding of 
material and manufacturing, 
which he loves, is a deep
fascination of how we as 
humans experience the shape, 
color and functionality of an 
object.
Over the years, this curiosity 
and interest for both the 
technical and psychological 
side of design have 
accumulated into a broad 
experience and deep 
understanding for what it 
takes to create a successful 
product.
Today his work as designer is 
divided between the creation 
of products for Danish and 
international clients, and 
his work as consultant for 
companies in search for a 
clear mapping of the ties 
between customers, products, 
manufacturing capabilities and 
company identity.


